
To provide the most authentic piano feel, NUX NPK-10 is equipped

with advanced keyboard features - the superior WKJ - 03 triple

sensors, scaled hammer action, escapement and ivory-feel keys, and

5 types of touch sensitivity to fit different styles. NPK-10 provides 12

high-quality sounds including a remarkable acoustic grand piano, and

other expressive tones such as Marimba, Harpsichord, Strings,

Organ, Pad, and more. When playing different songs and styles, you

can further modify the brilliance, add two layered tones, or adjust 5

types of ambience effects, until you find the perfect sound. It is also

super easy to save your favorite settings and quickly recall them later.

Wanna join the band? You can stream your favorite songs from your

phone via Bluetooth and jam along. Or let the onboard 12 types of

rhythm playback spice it up. Or, record and loop your own playing on

NPK-10! NPK-10 also offers a wide range of functions like transpose,

duo keyboard, metronome, and "Piano Mate" APP tutoring. Its

powerful connectivity capabilities, including USB MIDI, AUX IN&OUT,

2 headphone jacks, Bluetooth Audio/MIDI and pedal/3-pedal unit

connection, provide even more possibilities for you. NPK-10 can

easily fit into any décor and space, with its contemporary, simple, and

compact exterior design.
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PRODUCT DETAILS

KEY FEATURES

Easily fits into any décor and space, with its contemporary, simple, and compact exterior design.

Triple-Sensor Keyboard & Advanced Powerful Functions

Autenthic piano touch with 88 keys Touch sensitive and Triple-sensor scaled hammer-action keyboard (with escapement and ivory

feel)

5 levels of Touch Sensitivity (Super Light/Light/Medium/Heavy/Super Heavy)

12 high-quality sounds including acoustic Grand Piano, Marimba, Harpsichord, Strings, Organ, Pad and more.

Enrich your playing with quality effects such as Reverb, Delay, Chorus

Powerful functions enabling you to spark your creativity (Dual/Layer, Twin Piano, Octave shift, Transpose, Recording)

Built in Metronome with 9 beats

Play along your own drummer, choosing among 12 styles

Save your preset in 2 memory banks

Pedal: Damper (included), 3-Pedal Unit (optional)

USB MIDI, Aux In, Line Out, Headphones x 2, Damper Pedal Jack, Connector for 3-Pedal Unit

Bluetooth Audio for playing along your favourite tracks + Bluetooth MIDI for full controls via any MIDI software

10W x 2 built-in speakers for clear and sound

Finish: glossy black

NPS-1 support available (not included)

SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions 1300mm x 270mm x 135mm

Weight 10kg
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Speaker 10W x 2, 3" x 6" Oval Speaker

Sound Chip Dream 5708 DSP

Max. Polyphony 189

Bluetooth Audio + MIDI

Power Supply DC 12V/2A
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